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Abstract

One of the obvious drawbacks of online education service is the inability to control the students in solving tasks themselves. This leads to mass cheats and, as a result, to the devaluation of issued certificates. The article offers some technical tool which can partially reduce the damage from this phenomenon in online education. The originality of the proposed technical tool lies in the interaction of two well-known educational procedures: 1) peer cross-reviews and 2) creating a portfolio. The article discusses the details of this proposal for possible implementation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Problem description: Ideally, there are three actors in an online education system: Lecturers, Students, and Employers. The process of providing educational services online is as follows:

1. Lecturers distribute tasks to Students.
2. The Students send the solutions back to the Lecturers.
3. The Lecturers check the solutions.

This cycle reproduces several times, and as a result, the Lecturers pass the Students (graduates) to the Employers along with certain certificates, the meaning of which is: "This Student is capable of independent working activities."

Giving lectures, distributing textbooks, answering questions, and other teaching activities related to learning, rather than "providing an online educational service" in the above sense, are not covered in this article.

In the realm of online education, there are two other well-known actors. In this article, we will call them “Cheaters” and “Consultants”:

1. Cheaters pretend to be “Students”, get the tasks, and pass them on to Consultants.
2. Consultants solve the tasks and pass the decision back to the Cheaters.
3. The Cheaters pass the products of the Consultants back to the Lecturers.

Thus, some of the Lecturers’ efforts are spent on pointless filtering of the Consultants’ products and on the surreal conversations with the Cheaters.

In case the number of the Cheaters and Consultants enormously grows, providing educational services distorts to the point of complete nonsense:

1. Most of the Lecturers’ efforts are spent on meaningless activities, and after a while, they simply stop checking and filtering anything, adopting the principle "as they saw, so shall they reap".
2. The Certificate given to the Employer along with the Student (or the Cheater) ceases to mean anything, and Employers must deal with filtering and conversations themselves.

As an illustration of the complete absurdness of the situation, it serves the famous story about drawing a diode bridge [1], and the phrase that was found on one of the Consultants’ resources "...your order will be completed as soon as possible. Most of the time is spent on paying for the order. Also for this reason, the cost of examples from these task books is minimal (from 8 rubles per example / task). For other task books, the prices are slightly higher (from 20 rubles per example / task)...". One can easily assess the scale of the problem by "googling" the phrase "help in online learning".

Traditional methods of combating this phenomenon, which involve calls for ethics and increased control [2, 3], are useless with teaching online. The attempt to make the problem invisible with the help of "objective tests" with "the answer is a number" leads to even faster degradation of education, because it makes it impossible to set meaningful tasks and pointlessly complicates the life of those few students who are sincerely trying to learn something. Proctoring and other modern and expensive surveillance tools will certainly enrich proctors, anti-proctors, and micro-ear manufacturers, but will make the lives of normal students completely unbearable, and surreal conversations with cheaters will become even more surreal.

2. METHODOLOGY

Three ideas are proposed as a solution to the problems caused by the intermediating of Cheaters and Consultants in online education systems:

1. Partially shifting the work verification on to the Consultants (and Students) themselves.
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2. Using the Students’ (and Cheaters’) works as the Certificates.
3. Anonymity.

Idea 1

The idea of checking the work by students themselves is not new, and has been studied in sufficient detail [4, 5, 6].

Mutual verification is already implemented in some online systems, and looks like this:

1. A Student (or a Cheater) receives a task, solves it with a pen on paper, takes a photo, and sends it to the Lecturer (more precisely, to a learning system).
2. The solution (i.e. a photo of the solution) along with the correct answer or verification instructions is sent to several random students (or cheaters).
3. These random students (or consultants related to cheaters) check the correctness of the solution and assess it with a mark (give it a score).
4. In this way, the Student's (or Cheater's) work gets several ratings that were given by several random students (or consultants), and these ratings are constituting the assessment when issuing the certificate.

It is proposed to bring this system of mutual verification to its logical end:

1. Assessment rating is introduced, students (and cheaters) earn and spend scores.
2. To get a ready work assessed costs a score (or any other number of scores agreed on).
3. For a correct verification and rating of someone else's work, the Student (or the Cheater) is paid some remuneration (less than one score).
4. Finally, the correctness or wrongness of the work, and, accordingly, the correctness or wrongness of the checks of this work is determined by the Lecturer.
5. Thus, what students do should be called a peer review / pre-assessment.
6. The Lecturer does not start checking immediately after having received the work, but only after the results of pre-assessment by the students (or the consultants) appear.
7. The Lecturer thus can be directed by the results of these pre-assessments, for example, leaving the obvious cheaters behind on "self-service" and focusing on the real students.
8. To advance in a course, the Student must have a positive balance counted in scores, i.e. for the opportunity to submit one of their work to the pre-assessment, the Student will have to "earn it" by checking several others’ works.

It is important to note that pre-assessment scores are not related to the assessment of academic performance, they are more in line with the concept of "pay for work", i.e. pay for activities that benefit other people. It should also be noted that there is no need to "check the pre-assessment", since its correctness logically follows from the coincidence of the scores given by the Student and the Lecturer.

Idea 2

As a certificate, the Employer receives not just a piece of paper with a seal, but a complete set of all tasks with solutions "written in hand" of the Student (or Consultant).

If the Employer is interested, they can filter and interview the Students themselves, but now they no longer need to remember their own student years and come up with questions about the "diode bridge", they now have grounds for asking meaningful questions like:

1. Please tell us what you have written here, because you wrote it yourself, didn't you?
2. Here is the same kind of task, you have already solved it, can you solve it again?
3. What do you mean by “We did not have this at the University”? Here is the same task that had been given to you by the University lecturers and you have already successfully solved it.

If the Employer is not interested, then everything remains the same as before: the Cheater, the Consultant and the Employer will get what they wanted, absolutely honestly.

Idea 3

Students are present in the system as a "nickname" or an email address. Personal data is unnecessary and even harmful, because:

1. Before sending out works for mutual verification, they will still have to be anonymized.
2. "Portfolio" (in the form of all the works done by the claimer of a job) may not contain any personal data, and it is anyway impossible to find out who exactly completed this work during online training.
3. Anonymity will allow you to avoid prosecution as per the law on the protection of personal data or as per any other law.
4. This system may remain unlinked to any higher education institution or even to any higher-level bureaucratic structures of the education system.

3. RESULTS

If this system is successfully implemented:

1. Lecturers will focus on students.
2. Students will become "not only writers, but also readers", which is useful in itself [4].
3. Cheaters with Consultants will have to serve themselves and, as a nice bonus, will also help to check the Students’ works.
4. Even if the number of Cheaters along with Consultants will significantly exceed the number of the Students, the system will remain functional, since the Students’ works will be checked by several highly qualified Consultants, and vice versa, the Students...
will come to check mostly well-designed works written by highly qualified Consultants.
5. Teachers will stop "laundering" Cheaters' works by turning them into certificates signed with their own name.
6. Employers will receive full information about the Student's education and will be able to check its accuracy themselves (in case they wish to do so).

4. DISCUSSION

Possible problems and solutions are discussed below.

Problem 1: "Trolling". Anonymous participants can try and sabotage the process by sending unreadable messages as works for assessment, inappropriate images, or by performing deliberately incorrect checks.

To combat this, the system must calculate the "ratings" and take them into account when assigning a fee for pre-verification and pre-assessment:

1. For an incorrectly performed check, the Student's "assessment rating" will be lowered, and for the following checks, his "pay" will be less.
2. Sending "inappropriate images" will be blacklisted and pre-moderated for a separate "fee" with scores.
3. For a poorly designed work, the Student's "design rating" will be lowered, and for checking the following works, they will be charged a large fee (and, accordingly, pay more to those who will check such works).

Thus, antisocial behavior will lead to the need to check more and more of other people's work, and will become unprofitable.

The task of calculating a fair fee for pre-assessment and the task of adequately assessing the results of verification is nothing more than a standard task from applied statistics: Students are "inaccurate devices" that need to "measure the detail" (check the work). It is a well-known type of conclusion which is made on the "value" of certain measuring devices in case their indications are inaccurate.

Fair payment for verification of complex or poorly designed works can be assigned by the "second-price auction" method: Students (or Cheaters) first look at the work, offer a fee for verification, and thus participate in the auction.

And even if there are saboteurs who completely refuse to check anything, they will get their "certificate" but in the form of a pack of unverified works.

Problem 2: "Deadlock". When you start the system and/or at the beginning of a new topic, there will be a lot of people who want to submit the work for pre-assessment, but do not have enough scores. And vice versa, there will be a lot of people who want to earn scores but are not ready to check the work on this topic.

Usually, tasks have some natural hierarchy (for example, the division is studied after multiplication, and multiplication after addition), so undergraduates can check the tasks solved by first years students.

After some time, a Reference Bank of tasks with reference solutions will accumulate, which can be used to determine the test ratings and to "build the initial capital" by the Students.

Problem 3: Ordinary tasks from ordinary task-books will soon become known, along with the solutions, and will become of little use.

As a source of tasks for this system, any task generators are ideal. A lot of them have already been developed [7-17; 27-36]. Work on this topic is also being conducted abroad [18, 19, 20]. There are freely distributed open-source generators [17, 18], and [20] includes a detailed overview. The unpopularity of generators in traditional teaching is ingeniously explained in [8] (p. 7), but they will become especially useful for the proposed system.

Problem 4: Cross-checking does not work in small groups where everyone knows each other. Evaluation of works by inexperienced students is difficult in the case of creative tasks.

The proposed system is not universal. It makes sense in mass education systems and in standardized basic academic disciplines, which have enough grades on the scale between "unambiguously correct" and "unambiguously wrong". The suggested system is not aimed at being applied in every discipline.

Problem 5: Technical difficulties with implementing and maintaining the system in a working state.

The system does not need to be created "from scratch". Many online learning systems already contain a mechanism for students to cross-check their work (for example, in Moodle, this is called a course element "workshop" or Activates Workshop) but, in contrast to the proposed system, they contain odd (in our opinion) elements like "assessment for assessment" and mechanical addition of the assessment set by the teacher with the assessment set by the students.

Making the proposed changes to existing online learning systems should not be difficult.

Also, this training system can be implemented as a bot in one of the messengers, since the messenger takes care of many technical problems, not connected with education, such as registration, mailing, receiving and storing images and files.

The intended interface of the intended system might look like this:

1. A Lecturer in the role of a teacher creates a chain of tasks in several ways (using a task generator or manually) and puts it in the system. These tasks are sent out to Students according to the schedule.
2. A Lecturer in the role of the examiner receives the students' works along with the results of the pre-assessments, with the counted probability of correct work (calculated by the system based on the ratings of the examiners), with the statistics on every Student and other information. After that, they can
   a. approve the rating "without looking" (for example, in the case of obvious cheating) or
   b. review the solution, issue the final score, and enter information about the Student in their
1. The Student in the role of a student receives the next task, solves it with a pen on a piece of paper (or something else), takes photos (if the work is on paper), and if there are enough scores on his account puts the work in for review. Perhaps, in the case of a poorly designed work, there will not be anyone willing to pre-assess it, and then the Student will either have to agree to a higher price, or put another solution to the same task in for pre-assessment.

2. The Student in the role of pre-assessor receives the work of another Student for review along with the offer of payment and
   a. either agrees to the payment, receives a verification prompt from the system, checks the work, and sends a rating (correct/incorrect);
   b. or (in the case of a difficult task or poorly designed work) refuses and demands an increase in payment. In this case, a "second price auction" is held, and the work is re-sent for verification at a higher price.

A draft version of the implementation of such a system based on messenger can be a good graduate work of a student programmer.

5. FINANCING

This educational service has a natural client who is interested in it: an Employer recruiting specialists able to work in their specialty. In the current reality, these Employers have to independently spend their resources on conducting the exam specialty. In the current reality, these Employers have to

1. In the current situation, where students consider themselves "clients receiving a service", writing test papers is perceived by them as something useless, just necessary to "break through the armor of the teachers", and as something that will eventually go to the trash bin.

2. The Portfolio usually involves collecting successes (but not failures) in the form of framed awards and diplomas with a seal, which in the conditions of an abundance of cheaters generates the same "competition of armor and projectile", therefore, is not particularly different from the usual diploma of education and does not represent informative value for employers. Teachers could supposedly collect all the students’ papers and attach them to the diploma, but, of course, no one will actually do this.

3. It is absurd to rely on the integrity of students when checking other people's work in terms of per capita funding. If the professor can somehow justify the "failure" result they put with an incorrectly solved task, then it is impossible to put a "failure" for the fact that the student "performed the teacher's work" poorly. Of course, peer cross-checks make some sense as another educational procedure, but the ratio of educational effect to the efforts of professors to organize and "check checks" is hardly any better than the same ratio for more traditional educational procedures.

The novelty of the proposed system consists in a fundamentally new interaction of the above-described components:

1. Automatic portfolio creation will change the value of test papers for students, since they will turn into something like "initial capital", useful for employment.

2. The need to send papers in for peer cross-review will change the students' attitude to their designing (since they will now be seen by the other "recipients of educational services” equal to themselves in social status) and will make it possible to automatically accumulate a portfolio.

3. In the end, the main purpose of the proposed system is to separate the world of professors with students from the world of “cheaters” with “consultants". Of course, in the world of professors and students, assessing of test papers should be done by professors, no matter what happens in the world of cheaters with consultants. But the boundary between these worlds is difficult to define. It is assumed that a system of peer cross-review with verification forced by scoring points will help avoid the degradation at the border between worlds.
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